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I've been visiting the LGBT Resource Center- or as I and other “regulars” often call it, “the Center”- for over three years. I've met most of my current friends at the Center or through friends I made there; was offered helpful academic, social, and material resources, as well as support when I needed it; and in short have come to feel that it is my second home. Nor is my experience with the Center unique or even exceptional among the people who frequent the Center. But over the years, I've sometimes wondered why some- and now I would say many- people either have not heard about the Center or else see it as unwelcoming. This paper draws on ethnographic research conducted in Spring 2012 to respond to this inquiry, and specifically argues that the Center's failure to persistently address social privileges- those associated with white, middle-class, male, cisgender, and able-bodied/minded lives and bodies, for instance- may be contributing to perceptions of it as an exclusive space that affords only a specific set students comfort and resources.
From Slut Shaming to SegregationI usually present as a white latino, middle-class, and cisgender gay male who sometimes presents as genderqueer. Here, I use “cisgender” to mean gender presentation that conforms to the US binary gender-sex system and “genderqueer” to mean gender presentation that varies from this US narrative of sexual normality. It is important to note that my focus is on presentation rather than (self)identification. I say someone is presenting as a social category to draw attention to the ways this category is being articulated by the person in relation to a given group of people within a given time, place, and social context. And as Giles and Middleton (2008) note, any act of articulation- any communication- is given meaning by both the encoders (in this case, the person 
presenting a social category) and the decoders (in this case, those viewing said person); thus, the authority to grant meaning does not rest solely or even primarily in the encoder, simply because both the encoded and decoded meanings are interpretations of the world made through referencing the available systems of representations. As the ongoing history of reclaiming the word “queer” (Somerville 2007) shows, self-identification has usefully drawn attention to the ways people encode social categories through their bodies and lives: reclaiming and persistently reorienting queer has offered a robust challenge to the authority of (medical, military, prison, athletic, marriage, legal, media,...) institutions and their claim to decode a single true meaning for peoples' bodies and lives, to neatly frame us as either normal or deviant and thus as (un)worthy of institutional discipline. But given the popular US neoliberal tendency to depoliticize self-identifications, social categories, and cultures as mere commodities equally available to all and devoid of any material significance for everyday bodies and lives,  I focus instead on decoding bodily and lived presentations through (contingently) dominant US systems of meaning-making in ways that, I hope lay bare some of the troubling assumptions that underpin these representational systems. Unless I say otherwise, then, whenever I say someone “is” a social category, I will mean they present as that category.Returning to my own positionality, the material-social location from which I write, I resemble most of my participants in that I am (to use the words of participant Eugene) a “regular” of the Center and of Thursgays (Murphy's Pub on Thursday nights): I've been visiting the Center frequently for the last three years, and I've occasionally stopped by Thursgays for the last two years. Only one  of the five participant that I interviewed, Kelly, has not been a regular of the Center for at least the past year: she has stopped visiting the Center altogether. On the other hand, only two participants frequent Thursgays, both of whom present as gay males. Two participants present as female and three as male; two as genderqueer and three as cisgender; and two as 
white, one as Asian, and two as Asian American. One participant did not mention their own sexual desires, but the other four presented as queer by either identifying as gay or lesbian or by speaking of themselves as experiencing same-sex desires.I had intended to begin my research at two Champaign bar events, Chester Street's Sunday night drag shows and Murphy's Pub's Thursgays, to investigate the prevalence and impact of slut shaming at these popular sites of (mostly gay male) local queer culture, and also to see how local embodiments of queer masculinities might engage this slut shaming. Looking back, I used “slut shaming” to refer to the social, institutional, and representational conduct of inflicting and legitimizing violence against individuals and groups who supposedly have too much sex- for instance, the mythical welfare queens. I chose these sites based on my participation in the visible queer culture here at U of I over the last few years, and was hoping to center my research around participant observation that would attest to past instances of slut shaming and queer masculinities that I had seen at these sites. But when the Institutional Review Board denied my research proposal and specifically on-site observation at the bars (because they deemed intoxicated people to be a vulnerable population), I changed my sites, my method, and eventually my guiding question. I replaced Chester Street with the LGBT Resource Center since I viewed this space as a central hub of U of I's hypervisible queer culture, and wanted to compare it to a seemingly less visible space, Thursgays. I limited my method to interviews and interview transcriptions alone at Thursgays (with minimal observation at the Center), and trimmed my focus to slut shaming.My initial interest in slut shaming stemmed from a series of shamings I witnessed against one individual, Robert, at the Center and elsewhere. Some of the regulars of the Center would package their dislike for this white working-class gay male by framing his sexuality as pathological, excessive, 'dirty', and 'STD-ridden', and no one else at the Center (myself and the 
staff included) challenged these individual acts. Unsurprisingly, Robert stopped going to the Center. Clarissa also talked about the way some of the Center regulars responded to a white middle-class gay male who had sex in one of the rooms at a party they had hosted: “he heard them talking about it [...] while he was in the room too. And he kinda felt really awkward and then like apologized to Dan and uh, said like uh “oh, I'm sorry abut that”, something like that. And [...] he might've come to the Center less.” Even though it was only some of the regulars that overtly participated in this instance of slut shaming, no one else in the Center opposed this deviance-making (and thus norm-making) conduct. The effect: those that were slut shamed stopped going to the Center. I suspect that these slut shamed people began to see the Center itself as hostile precisely because the regulars, those who use the Center the most and who were themselves hostile, help map the Center as a meaningful space; the regulars do not simply use a space whose meaning is determined by the staff. Ultimately, this supposedly “inclusive” space attendant to “LGBT people, issues, and concerns”, as well as its social and material resources, were put beyond the reach of the slut shamed people. Yet with the exception of Clarissa, none of the other participants seemed to think slut shaming was noteworthy. Stan made a point of saying “it's just gossip”, a point that was repeated by Eugene; Chris simply said “it's not my business who other people are sleeping with”. In each of these cases, slut shaming is trivialized and framed as an individual matter with little significance to the Center as a space for resources ostensibly available to “people of all sexualities”. It was partly because of this downplaying of slut shaming that I soon changed my research focus; this conduct was talked about as so mundane among Stan and Eugene in particular that I was told they couldn't “remember any specific situations” of slut shaming. Looking back, it seems I was worried that I would not be able to gather enough evidence to make any claims about the slut shaming at the Center, and for a while even wondered if slut shaming really was as insignificant as 
these participants claimed it was.But it was within this context of my ambivalence over my research focus that another motivating factor propelled my move away from slut shaming, namely, my interview with Eugene. He emphasized the “exclusivity” of both the Center and Thursgays while also noting that, as a regular of both, they also served as “comfort zone[s]” for some. It wasn't that Eugene was the first interviewee to draw attention to this aspect of the Center; he was simply the first to explicitly insist on this as the central problem both at the Center and at Thursgays, and the first to draw attention to the segregations at both site. I later realized that all of the participants had addressed these exclusive comfort zones as such, that even my initial interview questions had prompted participants to theorize these segregations, albeit in conflicting ways. It was only after I conducted the last of my interviews, though, that I decided to redirect my project towards better understanding why both the Center and Thursgays were experienced as exclusive comfort zones by some and not by others. This is the question that I now hope to productively engage, and I will use my more limited research on Thursgays to situate and foreground my research on the Center.Before I do so, however, I will briefly sketch my method of gathering and conducting the interviews that shaped my research. My first participant was a friend and a Center regular I asked to interview while he was at my apartment. For this interview and for all subsequent ones, I was granted permission to record the interviews on my phone for transcription purposes, though unfortunately the digital record of my interview with Kelly was lost when the file became 'corrupted', or unusable. The sheet of interview questions I used would be modified after most interviews to reflect changes in my research question and my responses to previous interviews. After my first interview, I made informational fliers that I then distributed at my chosen sites, the Center and Thursgays. Despite my best attempts and several claims of interest in my research, I was unable to garner any interviews in this way, so I instead sent text messages and Facebook 
messages to all my friends who qualified for this project, about twenty altogether. I was able to secure my four remaining participants in this way, with the result being that all participants have been friends with me for at least a year and that all besides Kelly are regulars of the Center, since after all I've met most of my friends in this space. This sample limitation is significant because Kelly is not exceptional in her unwillingness to visit the Center anymore, as was noted by the participants themselves (for instance, the gay male mentioned by Clarissa).
Mapping Exclusive Comfort ZonesWhile it is important to remember the relation between my method of selecting participants, on the one hand, and my finding that all participants besides Kelly find the Center to be a welcoming comfort zone, on the other, it is still important to consider why these regulars visit the Center. After all, the Center is still popular in spite of its exclusivity. When I asked these participants why they visited the Center or what they liked most about it, they echoed Clarissa's assertion that “I'm comfortable here because I know people […] it's just a place to be”. Stan elaborates on who these people are when he says “there's like definitely, uh, Center regulars, like people who are always there at the same time every day”.Even Eugene feels the Center is a comfort zone despite his insistence on the Center's exclusivity, though he also wonders “how...like [queer] people become friends you know? Maybe through the parties, but not through like the Center- the Center should be where you meet friends”. From this perspective, the Center is only “a place to be” if you already know the Center's regulars through visibly queer parties, parties that are more often than not hosted by these regulars and mainly publicized either at the queer RSOs led by these regulars or through Facebook (that is, through already-existing friendship networks). As Eugene notes, the Center is “their comfort zone” (my emphasis)- a comforting place for the regulars and specifically for the board members of Rainbow, a certain queer RSO. But “if you don't get comfortable [...with] the 
regulars like outside the Center, then you'll like never be really integrated with [...] the culture of the LGBT Resource Center”. Yet given the relative absence of people of color, working-class people, women, and transgender-identifying people that I've observed at the Center for the past several years, I am skeptical of the way Eugene and Clarissa emphasize that they “wouldn't like blame the Center just the people” who frequent it. Of course, the regulars of the Center have directly contributed to its exclusivity in substantive ways, for as Eugene points out, the Director of the LGBT Resource Center “has told me that she has gotten emails saying “oh, well no one talked to me, so I don't want to come back””. But why is that the Center regulars have persistently been used primarily by gay males invested in white, middle-class, and able-bodied/minded privileges? This does not seem simply “due to the- inopportune location”, as Stan puts it. That the Center is mainly used by and seen to be used by what Chris calls “bunch of gay men” is not an issue resolved by his hypothesis that “these are the people who are more aware of the space”; this itself begs the question of what power relations may structure this “aware”-ness. And that Kelly has stopped going to the Center precisely because of feelings of exclusion that she experienced there, as well as accounts by Clarissa and Eugene of additional people who stopped going to the Center for similar reasons, indicates that the exclusivity of the Center is not simply a matter of awareness: there seem to be many students who, to some extent, contradict Stan's off-hand remark that “it's not like people band together to ignore the Center”. I suggest that people do just that, insofar that they seem to have similar reasons for ignoring the Center even if they don't “band together”. And moreover, I suggest that the motivation for this opposition rests not only in the students who use the Center, but in the Center itself and in its mobilization of sexuality as an organizing category.Before elaborating this analysis, though, I first want to address the resonances and dissonances between the Center and Thursgays to better situate how the conduct of the exclusive 
comfort zone of the Center may impact the conduct at Thursgays. Again, both of the participants who frequent Thursgays- Chris and Eugene- see it as “a fun place to gather, and drink”. And again, Eugene notes “the exclusivity in Thursgays” and the segregation of groups of queerly desiring people: “you have the [...] masculine-acting gays, in one group, the [all-white, self-named] Elite Gays in one group, the [...] more […] flamboyant people in one group, the RSOs in a group together […] And then the lesbians kinda stick together too.” Chris seems to contest this segregation along the lines of gender, sex, and race when he says “I think out of all of them Thursgays is the one that offers the most diversity, in color- sorry, I said color- race, gender, and sexuality”, yet Eugene is not denying that Thursgays is “diverse” in these regards. Rather, he says “I feel like Thursgays is where everyone comes together actually. But not like- say like they're interacting each other, or talking to each other”. That is, Thursgays is both diverse and segregated, or simply put a place of diverse segregation and exclusivity. At the same time, it is not solely occupied by the Center's regulars even if they do comprise the bulk of the participants: as Chris says, “I see a lot of other friends of mine that I don't ever see at the Resource Center”. Even so, if segregation is not challenged even at the Center, why would the regulars be expected to challenge the segregation they contribute to at a purportedly queer event at the campus bars? This is both an indictment of the Center as partly responsible for segregation in campus queer spaces outside of the Center itself, and at the same time a claim to what the Center could potentially do: mobilize opposition to diverse segregation and everyday exclusivity in spaces across campus. But to do this, as I will now argue, the Center will need to assess its implicit assumptions that make it a comfort space for some and a hostile space for many others.
Solidifying Privilege and Segregation at and through the LGBT Resource CenterI want to take up David Valentine's remark that ““representation” as a trope itself erases more complex analyses of political and economic injustices” (2007: 137), and to do so I consider 
the representation of sexuality as I move between the staff's Spring 2012 brochure for the Center and my own experiences with the Center. The brochure asserts that the Center “exists for anyone who is interested in learning about LGBT people, issues, and concerns”, but what concerns me here is the way the category of sexuality is deployed. Based on this text, it seems that sexuality and gender- or more exactly, sexual orientation and gender identity- have little relation to race, class, or ability, seeing as these three social categories are not once mentioned. Once again, it seems, there is “the paradox of the simultaneous American embrace of diversity and silence on race” (Nancy Abelmann 2009: 8). It is true that the Center does host educational programs dedicated to “intersecting identities”- for instance, a program dedicated to Asian American queer lives (though never working-class queer lives)- but virtually no focus is placed on the way white, middle-class, male, cisgender, or even heterosexual norms and privileges solidify precisely through these kind of unproblematized assertions of race, class, sex, gender, ability, and sexuality “difference”. As Abelmann points out, “it [is] white people who [aren't] “different”, white people who [have] the luxury of “experience” and of “experiencing” different people” (11). By asserting “difference” as auxiliary to a presumably normal sexuality, the Center helps solidify a spatial norm of “Queer-First” subjects who may not necessarily be white, middle-class, and able-bodied/minded gay males like myself, but who are at least willing and able to leave unquestioned the privileges accorded to these social positions. Or as Sara Ahmed puts it: “whiteness is what the institution is oriented “around”, so that even bodies that might not appear white, still have to inhabit “whiteness” if they are to “get in”.” (2005: 134).This is perhaps unsurprising given that the ongoing neoliberal valorization of diversity “does not protect individuals against demands that they mute those differences” (Kenji Yoshino 2006: x). Yoshino makes sense of this apparent contradiction through his notion of “covering”, in which “discrimination directs itself not against the entire group, but against the subset of the 
group that fails to assimilate to mainstream norms. This new form of discrimination targets minority cultures rather than minority persons” (22). At the Center, covering demands are generally not explicit; rather, I suggest that its spatial normalization of Queer-First subjects, and its attendant silence on social privileges embedded in and through sexuality, make implicit covering demands on those who seek social and material resources at the Center. Moreover, these demands may  be a key factor in why the exclusive comfort of the Center is segregated to such an extent along race, class, sex, gender, and ability lines. This leads me to offer some recommendations for future research, the Center, and the university.
Moving in New DirectionsIn addition to further research on slut shaming at specific resource-oriented spaces across campus, I would also suggest more studies focused on the experiences of those students who see various university facilities and cultural centers as unwelcoming. This work could mobilize administration, faculty, staff, and students alike in overt opposition to on-campus segregation in all its forms and spatial contexts, including the racial segregations charted by Nancy Abelmann (2009). Drawing on the Boyer Report's “Academic Bill of Rights”, I suggest that students be able to and made responsible for conducting, organizing, and reshaping this anti-segregation research in substantive ways “with talented senior researchers”; while the Ethnography of the University Initiative may help facilitate this effort, both other classes and cultural centers could also contribute. At the same time, I want to contest the Boyer Report's failure to hold universities accountable for segregation and exclusion that students (and perhaps also staff, faculty, and administrators) experience in campus spaces, particularly in spaces of resource allocation. After all, as Abelmann said of one of her participants, “He claimed that Korean American were segregated at U of I precisely because the university refused to acknowledge, let alone “care about”, that very segregation” (11). The university cannot claim it is unable to eliminate 
segregation on its campus when it does not even try to understand it, let alone do something about it, so I hope it will lead the charge against segregation across campus spaces.
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